
 Braided Bead Bracelet

Take & Make Craft 

Project

There are a variety of cord colors including neutrals. The
beads are either brass or copper toned.



 4. Thread a bead onto the outer left strand and push the bead against the base
of the braid. I found that cutting the cord ends at an angle and then dipping in
melted candle wax made threading the beads onto the cord much easier.

Two lengths of hemp cording - one long, one shorter
Approximately 34 metal beads
A shell button

 

Supplies you will need to provide:
Scissors
Melted candle wax to coat cord ends to
ease stringing beads 

1. Fold the longer strand in half. Align one end of the shorter strand with both
ends of the longer strand. Fold the excess over the top of the folded piece
creating two parallel loops. 

6. Keep a finger at the base of the braid, holding the beads in their place and
keeping the braid tight. Continue threading on beads before each strand is
crossed over. If you have the gist of it, you can thread the rest of the beads
equally on the three strands to make it easier. After all of the beads are
incorporated, continue braiding until the bracelet will fit your wrist.

Step 15. Cross the left strand over the middle. Now thread another bead onto the outer
right strand. Push it to the base of the braid and crossover.

7. Tie a knot tightly and snip one cord. Thread the button through the remaining
two cords and then tie a knot on the top of the button. Snip cords. 

3. Braid the three strands for about an inch or so. Include the short strand
in the first couple of crossovers to secure it and then snip it off.

Instructions

2. Tie a knot about half an inch down from the loops. Tape the
loop end to a surface to make braiding easier.

Supplies Included:

Snip

Snip 

https://honestlywtf.com/diy/diy-beaded-bracelet/Link for more information:

Snip 


